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Abstract
Nuclear cardiologyhasnotwitnesseddevelopmentof newtracersor hardware formanyyears.Hence there isaneed for thedevelopmentof
improvised techniques.Dynamiccardiacsinglephotonemissioncomputed tomography (SPECT) isonesuch technique that hasapotential
toovercome the limitationsofconventionalmyocardial SPECT including theabsolutequantificationofblood flow.Themaingoalof this study
is to evaluate the effect of attenuation correction (AC) on estimation of the washout parameters extracted from dynamic SPECT using a
conventional protocol. The effect of the postprocessing on quantitative evaluation of dynamic SPECT is also assessed.
A physical phantom was employed to physically simulate the dynamic behavior of a heart in the thorax. Using a dual detector

SPECT system, 180° tomographic data in every 90seconds were acquired. The SPECT data were reconstructed using ordered
subset expectation maximization (OSEM) method while different iterations and a Butterworth filter with different cut-off frequencies
were applied. Estimated washout parameter of the time activity curves (TACs) was compared with applying AC or without it.
Results show that AC can improve the bias of computed washout parameter in normal regions (average bias reduction in normal

ROI: 7%). Moreover, the postreconstruction filtering and reducing the number of iterations in reconstructing phase can reduce the
variance of the computed washout values in normal regions (from 3.99% for cut-off frequency 0.5cycle/cm and 32 times update in
OSEM to 2.05% for cut-off frequency 0.35cycle/cm and 16 times update in OSEM). They also reduce the actual size of the defect
region (13% reduction in defect extent for above change in reconstruction parameters).
According to the results, the AC and postprocessing filtration can directly affect the standard deviation of washout value acquired

by cardiac dynamic SPECT. These parameters also showed a direct effect on the defect extent in final results. The study showed that
the ACmay partly improve the bias of calculated normal washout value. The effect of attenuation correction on the defective washout
value could not be answered comprehensively in this paper.

Abbreviations: AC = attenuation correction, CAD = coronary artery diseases, DSPECT = dynamic single photon emission
computed tomography, FOV = field of view, FWHM = full width at half maximum, LV = left ventricle, MBF = myocardial blood flow,
MLEM = maximum likelihood expectation maximization, OSEM = ordered subset expectation maximization, PET = positron
emission tomography, ROI = region of interest, SPECT= single photon emission computed tomography, TAC= time activity curves.
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1. Introduction

Single photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) imaging
is one of the most important clinical techniques in nuclear
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medicine especially for diagnosis of coronary artery diseases
(CAD).[3,4] Dynamic cardiac SPECT imagingmethod is one of the
proposed methods in nuclear cardiology which has the potential
to extract both kinetic and perfusion information for evaluation
of CAD, and may provide more accurate measurement of
myocardial stiffness development in comparison with static im
ages.[5,6] However, quantification of myocardial blood flow
(MBF) at stress and rest and determination of the myocardial
dynamic parameters have been the domain of PET myocardial
perfusion imaging (MPI) with tracers such as 13NH3-ammonia,
15O-water, and 82rubidium. While dynamic parameters such as
blood flow measurements with PET obtain easily, myocardial
perfusion SPECT is currently is the major examination for MPI
analysis. SPECT MPI is also a significantly cheaper modality.
While the SPECT systems are widely available, if it were indeed
feasible to estimate the dynamic parameters from the standard
SPECT MPI scan, it would dramatically enhance the clinical
usage of this examination.[7] Also no new radiotracers and
hardware have been suggested for many years, so new methods
such as dynamic cardiac SPECT may offer the only potential to
improve risk stratification in cases of CAD. Dynamic imaging
could be performed on every cardiac SPECT procedure to
provide improved lesion contrast and better evaluation of viable
myocardium. However, there are challenges in the improvement
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of hardware, radiopharmaceuticals, and data processing techniques
for dynamic cardiac SPECT to understand all its potential.[8]

Compared with conventional static imaging, dynamic SPECT
(DSPECT) data acquisition and quantitative kinetic data analysis
provide unique information that can enable improved discrimina-
tion between healthy and unhealthy tissue[9] and also some
information on myocardium flow abnormalities are provided.[10]

A central assumption in SPECT is that the projection data are
“constant,” that is, the cameraviewsa stable radiotracerdistribution
during acquisition while using 99mTc-Sestamibi (MIBI) as
radiotracer.[11] But when wash-in and washout rate of blood into
cardiac muscle is desired to be measured, detector is faced with
change in radiotracerdistribution in the regionof interest (ROI)both
inter- and intraprojections. That is why conventional SPECT
imaging is not able to reveal quantitative information about the bio-
physiological or bio-mechanical processes.[12] On the other hand,
the rotation speed of conventional SPECT cameras is relatively less
than what is needed to record the activity distribution changes so
yield temporally inconsistent projectiondata.[13] Thereforemodified
acquisition protocols are used.[14]

In order to acquire the DSPECT, the various SPECT systems,
acquisition protocols, reconstruction algorithms, and postpro-
cessing methods have been reported.[9,15–17] There are at least 2
methods suggested for estimating kinetic data using DSPECT; the
extraction of dynamic information directly from projections and
the conventional approach by constructing a sequence of three-
dimensional (3D) images, drawing ROIs, generating TAC for
these regions, and then estimating kinetic model parameters from
these TACs.[18] For generating TAC in this study the second
method has been employed and just the washout quantity is
measured.
As in positron emission tomography (PET), correction for

attenuation in SPECT seems to be vital. Based on the previous
studies, it is probable that AC is effective to establish absolute
myocardial blood flow (MFB) measurement in cardiac
SPECT.[19] In Hutton and Ben-Haim[20] paper it seems that
the AC is a vital correction among other corrections, while some
others clearly show that specially when a rational parameter such
as myocardial blood flow is extracted from the dynamic SPECT
the AC has no significant effect. Since DSPECT imaging suffers
from low signal-to-noise ratio, due to short scan time, it is still
needed to evaluate the effect of attenuation correction on
DSPECT imaging.[21] Also, iterations and subsets in OSEM
Figure 1. One-compartment model. Extravascular reg
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reconstruction method and cut-off frequency of Butterworth
post-filter are of interest but have controversies.[22–25]

Based on the foregoing, the purpose of this study is to evaluate the
effect of AC and some of reconstruction and postprocessing
parameters on DSPECT results. Some enhanced physical phantoms
were used in this study so that the experiment comes close to the real-
imaging situation. A conventional acquisition protocol was
employed and based on the prior known TACs[26] the amount of
activity of each segment (normal myocardium, defective myocardi-
um, blood pool and trunk) wasmodified for every single projection.
2. Materials and methods

This study has been approved by the Ethics Committee and
Institutional Review Board of Shiraz University of medical
sciences (Study Code No. 1393-01-01-8153).
2.1. Compartmental modeling

A compartment is a volume or space in which the tracer is
uniformly distributed; which means there is no considerable
concentration gradient within the volume.[27] A compartment can
be a physical space such as an organ, or ametabolic or bound state
of the tracer.[18] A one-compartmentalmodel, which is also used in
this study, is shown in Figure 1. In this model, blood activity
assumed to be constant and known so the blood is not considered
as a compartment. Differential equation representing the activity
changes between the extravascular and blood is as follows:[18]

dCEVðtÞ
dt

¼ K1⋅BðtÞ � k2⋅CEVðtÞ ð1Þ

where K1 and k2 are cardiac kinetic parameters. B(t) is the blood
activity at time t and CEV is the extravascular activity
concentration at time t. In this equation, the rate of changes
in/out of extravascular space is proportional to the blood/
extravascular activity concentration.
The activity concentration in a ROI would be

AðtÞ ¼ FV � BðtÞ þ ð1� FVÞ � CEVðtÞ ð2Þ

whereA(t) can be activity at time t in a region of myocardium, FV
is vascular fraction of blood in the tissue, and (1�FV) is the
fractional extravascular volume.
ion is the only existing compartment in the model.
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Solution to Eq. (1) is

CEVðtÞ ¼ K1⋅∫
t
0BðtÞ⋅e�k2ðt�tÞdt

¼ K1⋅e�k2t � BðtÞ
ð3Þ

where means convolution. By substituting Eq. (3) in Eq. (2)
and assuming that the blood activity is known, the result will be

AðtÞ ¼ FV � BðtÞ þ ð1� FVÞ � K1 � e�k2t � BðtÞ ð4Þ

If just the washout rate coefficient of TAC (variation of
radiotracer within myocardium after 160seconds postinjection)
is desired, B can be considered constant and independent of
time.
With this assumption the simple form of the above equation

after 160seconds will be

¼ C1 þ C2 � e�k2t ð5Þ

In Eq. (5), the coefficient k2 indicates the radiotracer washout
rate of the tissue. The coefficient C1 shows the amount of
activity remaining in the tissue. Aggregation of C1 and C2

shows the amount of activity deposited in the tissue at 160
seconds postinjection.[28] In this paper, we will estimate the priori
known k2 to evaluate the effect of AC and postprocessing
methods.
Figure 2. TAC for liver, blood, background, normal myocardium
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2.2. Phantom preparation

A standard cardiac phantom (cardiac insert, manufactured by
Biodexmedical systems) was used in order to simulate blood pool
and myocardium. A fillable defect phantom which is a peripheral
to the cardiac insert phantom set was used to simulate the
myocardial defect.
Cardiac insert was put into a Jaszczak phantom (Flanged

Deluxe Phantom Model ECT/DLX/P) full of water, along with
background activity of body, for simulating trunk which is origin
of noise and scatter. In this study no bone presence (ribs) was
considered. The most important reason of using physical
phantom is simulating real data acquisition situation. Noises
related to data acquisition system and environmental noise exist
in physical simulation which cannot be thoroughly taken into
account when using digital phantoms, despite the fact that
randomnoise can be applied in digital phantoms. Also, there is no
center or rotation error (caused by finite accuracy of acquisition
system) in computer simulation while it may happen when using
physical phantoms. Typical TACs for different segments of heart
are known and used in other studies.[10,26] TACs for different
organs are drawn in Figure 2. From Figure 2, some relative
activity amounts in different time points were extracted. Then, an
exponential equation, such as mentioned in Eq. (5), was fitted to
these sample points from the moment when the blood pool TAC
is constant (after 160 second postinjection) using Levenberg–
Marquardt method. After that, according to these estimated
, and defective myocardium.[22] TAC= time activity curves.

http://www.md-journal.com


Figure 3. Re-drawn TACs for normal and defective myocardium. TAC= time activity curves.
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equations [Eqs. (6) and (7)], normal and defective myocardial
TACs were drawn as in Figure 3.

Relative activity for normal region ¼ a � e�0:135� t ð6Þ
Relative activity for defective region ¼ b � e�0:084� t ð7Þ

For every single projection taken by gamma camera, activities
within the myocardium and blood pool were modified and
calibrated based on Eqs. (6) and (7) (Fig. 3). Injected activity into
myocardial phantomwas 200MBq at the highest level. To access
the defective part of myocardium from the outside of the
phantom and simulate its dynamic behavior some physical
modification was applied to the cardiac insert and its defect
phantom which is shown in Figure 4. The defect content was
accessible with a hose from outside of the tank. This hose is
placed in the mid-part of inferoseptal wall. In the hose coupling
point, the radioactivity concentration was somehow out of
control. Therefore the mid-inferoseptal portion of the left
ventricle (LV) wall shows higher washout rate in all reconstructed
images. To verify that reported high washout rate originated
from the hose coupling, the experiment was repeated with
different defects (with variation both in size and position). All the
experiments show the same phenomenon in the hose coupling
point. In Figure 5, the approximate position of defect is obtained.
Comparing applied TAC to the phantom and extracted curve

from the reconstructed images, effects of AC application and
different postprocessing in DSPECT can be evaluated.
2.3. Data acquisition

A dual-head gamma camera (Hawkeye4 Infinia, GE Medical
Systems, Inc., Waukesha) was used in this study that was
equipped with low-energy, high-resolution collimators; the heads
were at 90° to each other (onto a 64�64 matrix). In order to
carry out data acquisition, a DSPECT protocol was provided
based on the protocols used previously.[16] Acquisition protocol
4

consisted of 5 alternative clockwise and counterclockwise 180°
rotations. In each rotation, a total of 15 projections were sampled
over 90° for each detector. Each view was acquired for 5seconds.
SPECT images were obtained in step-and-shoot mode and
moving time from one view to the next view was 2seconds. Also,
after each 180° rotation, switching time from one direction
(clockwise) to the other direction (counterclockwise) took 29
seconds. Aggregation time for this protocol (from very beginning
to the end of the last view) was 640seconds. The phantom set
simulates a patient lain in a head-first supine position. Following
the emission tomography, a transmission tomography was
performed to obtain an attenuation map as follows: 140 kVp,
2.5mA, 5mm slice thickness, axial acquisition with 5.0mm
interval, full per slice, velocity 2.6 RPM. Reconstruction
parameters were as follows: matrix 512�512, filter standard
and extended FOV).
2.4. Image reconstruction

To reconstruct the emission images in this study, ordered subsets
expectation maximization (OSEM) was utilized. OSEM is an
accelerated version of maximum likelihood expectation maximi-
zation (MLEM). OSEM method is almost the same as MLEM
except that the each iteration in OSEM includes several
subiterations. Reconstruction time for OSEM is less than what
is needed in MLEM but the quality of the reconstructed image
with OSEM is the same as the image produced with MLEM.[17]
2.5. Image processing:

Overall, 5 set of projection series are acquired. Each of them was
reconstructed into a single image using OSEM reconstruction
method while different reconstruction parameters were used. The
result was 5 images from phantom for each set of parameters.
Number of iterations, maximum number of subsets, and different
cut-off frequencies (for Butterworth post-filter) were the
parameters which vary in different reconstruction methods.



Figure 4. Modified cardiac inset.
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Each of these methods was performed with and without AC.
Reconstructed images were segmented and analyzed with
Corridor-4DM software package (INVIA, Ann Arbor, University
of Michigan Medical Center). The next step was estimation of
washout rate coefficient from the reconstructed images. Polar
map of each reconstructed image was partitioned based on 17
segments model.[29]

Counted events for each pixel of selected regions in the polar
map were recorded. The same trend is followed for other images.
The recorded values were normalized to the first rotation
maximum count and time ordered. Then an exponential curve
was fitted over the values with the Levenberg–Marquardt
method; so the washout rate was estimated for all of the pixels.
The color of each pixel in the final polar maps indicates the
normalized tracer washout rate coefficient for that individual
pixel. In order to investigate the effects of AC and different
5

reconstruction methods on TAC in normal and defective regions
of the cardiac phantom, the extracted washout rate with and
without the AC and with different reconstruction methods was
calculated.
2.6. Statistical analysis

IMB SPSS was employed to evaluate the effectiveness of AC and
the effects of reconstruction parameters. The paired samples t-test
was performed (with confidence interval of 95%) on washout
rates obtained from attenuation corrected and non-corrected
pixels with different reconstruction methods. All statistical tests
were 2-tailed and a P value < .05 was considered to indicate
statistical significance. Such evaluation was performed on every
method used in this study. Since this study was phantom based
ethical approval was waived.

http://www.md-journal.com


Figure 5. The approximate position of defect in a polar map view.
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3. Results
Figure 6A shows the polar maps for nonattenuation corrected
images while OSEM reconstruction method with different
iterations and subsets was followed by a Butterworth post-filter
while different cut-off frequencies (cycle/cm) and power of 10
were applied. Figure 6B and C shows the results with andwithout
attenuation correction while different cut-off frequencies and
different iterations were applied. As mentioned before, color
intensity of the reconstructed images in Figure 6A–C indicates the
estimated normalized washout rate coefficient for each pixel.
Wash-out rate coefficient interval of these figures is typically in
the scale of 0.025 to 0.155.
To quantify differences in defect extent, disk-like profiles

through the center of the defects within polar maps were
calculated. The profiles extracted from polar maps in Figure 6A–
C are presented in Figure 7. Full width at half maximum
(FWHM) of these figures represents the extent of defect in
6

different reconstructed methods. Table 1 shows the FWHM of
these profiles for different reconstruction methods.
So, to evaluate the effects of different postprocessing methods

on the calculated washout rate, an ROI was plotted manually in
the defect region by an expert physician. This ROI was mirrored
into the inferoseptal segment to evaluate normal rate variations.
Table 2 shows the results of the ROIs analysis.
Mean value of estimated washout rates to the desired rate,

0.135, which is the desired washout rate of normal part in the
experiment, in percentage for each segment was displayed in
Figure 8A and B. These data were extracted when OSEM
reconstruction algorithmwith 3 iterations and 8 subsets (OSEM3,
8) followed by a Butterworth post-filter with 0.5 cycle/cm and
power of 10 (BW, 0.5, 10) were applied. Absolute mean value of
estimatedwashout rate for each segment is obtained in parenthesis
below the percentage rates. Figure 8A presents the values when no
attenuation correction was performed and Figure 8B presents the



Figure 6. (A) Reconstructed DSPECT polar maps with different number of iterations and subsets in OSEM reconstruction algorithm and different post-filter cut-off
frequencies without AC. (B) Reconstructed DSPECT polar maps with the same number of iterations and subsets in OSEM reconstruction algorithm and different
post-filter cut-off frequencies with and without AC. (C) Reconstructed DSPECT polar maps with different number of iterations and subsets in OSEM reconstruction
algorithm and the same post-filter cut-off frequency with and without AC. AC=attenuation correction, DSPECT=dynamic single photon emission computed
tomography, OSEM=ordered subset expectation maximization.

Mohseni et al. Medicine (2018) 97:39 www.md-journal.com
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Figure 6. (Continued).
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attenuation corrected data values. Figure 8C shows Figure 8A and
B in one polar map for better comparison.

4. Discussion

The aim of this study was to evaluate the effect of x-ray-derived
attenuation correction along with postprocessing filtering and
Figure 7. The extracted profiles from a disk-like line in the polar

8

number of iterations in reconstruction phase in dynamic
myocardial perfusion SPECT. To perform that, a modified
cardiac torso phantom with a specific defect was used. The
radioactivity concentration of both myocardial and defect
segment of phantom could be changed from outside the tank.
This phantom was used to simulate the dynamic behavior of
blood flow in heart. The washout rate was evaluated both in
maps view where the middle of the defect region is crossed.



Figure 8. (A) Mean value of washout rate in each segment divided by desired wash
parenthesis. The reconstruction parameters: OSEM 3, 8 BW 0.5—with AC. (B) M
(0.135) in percentage. The mean values are depicted in parenthesis. The reconstru
map. The underlined numbers are for (A) and the others (not underlined) are for (B).
(0.135) in percentage. AC=attenuation correction, OSEM=ordered subset expe

Table 1

Full width at half maximum (FWHM) for different reconstructions.

Iterations Cut-off frequency, cycle/cm FWHM
∗

2, 8 0.35 104.11±1.50
0.50 110.39±0.54

3, 8 0.35 109.32±2.00
0.50 114.02±1.24

4, 8 0.35 113.12±0.94
0.50 118.04±0.76

∗
Full width at half maximum.

Mohseni et al. Medicine (2018) 97:39 www.md-journal.com
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normal and defect area in response with either attenuation
correction or reconstruction iterations number or post-filtering.
In the hose coupling point, the radioactivity concentration was

somehow out of control. Therefore the mid-inferoseptal portion
of the LV wall shows higher washout rate in all reconstructed
images. To verify that reported high washout rate originated
from the hose coupling, the experiment was repeated with
different defects (with variation both in size and position). All the
experiments show the same phenomenon in the hose coupling
point. In Figure 5, the approximate position of defect is obtained.
As discussed briefly in Section 1, we have to reduce the time per

projection in DSPECT to achieve sufficient temporal resolution.
By this, the accumulated counts in each projection could be
dramatically low which leads to low signal-to-noise ratio
out rate in normal region (0.135) in percentage. The mean values are depicted in
ean value of each segment divided by desired washout rate in normal region
ction parameters: OSEM 3, 8 BW 0.5—without AC. (C) (A) and (B) in one polar
Mean value of each segment divided by desired washout rate in normal region
ctation maximization.

http://www.md-journal.com
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Figure 8. (Continued).
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projections. So, every endeavor that causes either noise
reduction or signal strengthening can be of interest. Post
reconstruction filtering can effectively reduce the noise in final
result. However, intense filtering may affect the main signal and
impose error to the final interpretation and reduced the details.[25]

As reported byVan Laere et al[30] andHeller andHendel[31] the
proper filter choice depends on:
1.
2.
The energy and administered activity.
Number of counts.
3.
 The statistical noise and the background noise level.

4.
 The organ which is examined.

5.
 The type of information sought from images (such as
quantitative, localization).
The collimator type.
6.
Accordingly, as suggested, the proper filter parameters for each
SPECT examination should be standardized empirically (filtering
10
in SPECT image reconstruction). Hence, we evaluated the effect
of filtering parameters on the washout ratio extracted from
conventional DSPECT.
Similarly, the number of iterations in OSEM reconstruction

method can affect the final result. Increasing the iterations
number, the signal values may be estimated more correctly and
spatial resolution is increased but such increment, results in
higher degree of noise in final image[32] with the increase in the
number of image updates (product of the number of iterations
and subsets). Thus, it is important to optimize parameters in
order to obtain the best needed information from the images.
The parameters of the iterative methods depend upon each

examination and the protocol which performs in the depart-
ment.[33]

As it was predicted, Figure 6A shows that if either the number
of iterations or cut-off frequency increases the defect shape will
become inhomogeneous in the final washout polar map.



Figure 8. (Continued).
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Smoothness of the final washout polar map is obvious in the top
left corner map in Figure 6A. Table 1 and Figure 7 show that if a
postreconstruction low-pass filter with lower cut-off frequency is
applied the extent of estimated effect shortens. Table 1 clearly
compares the FWHMs of different curves of Figure 7. This
Table 2

Mean value (min)�1 and standard deviation (%) of the chosen norma

Iterations Cut-off frequency, cycle/cm

2, 8 0.35
0.50

3, 8 0.35
0.50

4, 8 0.35
0.50

11
diminution is also meaningful when the number of iterations in
reconstruction phase reduces. Since filtering and low number of
iterations blurs each reconstruction map, hot areas permeate to
the cold areas. It means the calculated defect size will be reduced.
As it occurs in the entire time sequence in count maps, the final
l and defective region for different reconstructions.

Normal region (mean±SD) Defect region (mean±SD)

0.129 (2.05) 0.061 (26.03)
0.130 (2.07) 0.056 (35.49)
0.131 (2.76) 0.059 (31.82)
0.129 (3.95) 0.058 (31.34)
0.131 (2.83) 0.053 (33.69)
0.138 (3.99) 0.056 (27.80)

http://www.md-journal.com
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washout polar maps may faces a similar occurrence. Moreover,
the data in Table 1 tells us that the effect of filtering on FWHM is
more powerful than the number of iterations.
Table 2 describes the effect of filtering on the calculated

washout value. As it is shown, there is not any remarkable change
in the mean value of normal region washout value as the filtering
strength rises. But a slight increase is seen in deviation of
calculated values within the ROI as the cut-off frequency
increases. This growth is more noteworthy when the number of
iterations in the reconstruction phase increases. This could be
predictable as the filtering smoothes the variation within a
uniform area, while it maintain the mean value.
In the defect area, any specific relation between the mean and

the minimum and the standard-variation of calculated washout
value to either the filtering cut-off frequency or the number of
iterations could not be found. On the other hand, the attenuation
correction may partly offsetting the gains in bias by reducing the
heterogeneity and increase the estimated count values in some
regions but the image noise may raises up. Since in conventional
reconstruction method in DSPECT a sequence of reconstructed
images is used to create time activity curves (TAC) for each voxel
and finally the washout rate is extracted from the fitted equation
to the TAC, the question arises, “whether or not the final
calculated washout would alter if the change in estimated count
for each voxel was in similar trend for entire reconstructed images
(in each time point).” To find the answer, the effect of attenuation
correction is evaluated on the washout values.
The importance of necessary corrections for dynamic cardiac

SPECT was reported by Hutton and Ben-Haim[20] although the
positive effect of attenuation correction remains unclear in that
paper. Previously it was shown that a rational parameter such as
myocardial flow reserve could compensate the regional attenua-
tion effects in final results.[34,35]

The myocardial tissue time–activity curve originates from
convolution of K1 with the arterial input function.[36] Thus,
because the average attenuation for the input function and the
myocardium are similar, the average attenuation effects of
myocardium segments are largely cancelled out.[37] Nevertheless,
AC consistently decreases the SD of the regional TAC, suggesting
that AC improves regional myocardial flow estimation.[37]

Since in our conventional reconstruction method the average
attenuation effects for each myocardium segments is the same
during the whole acquisition time, the calculated count change
ratio is predicted to be partly the same in attenuation corrected
versus non corrected results.
Phantom is positioned on the table in such a way that the apex

region has the least distance to the detector heads, while the
septum region faced the most attenuators. Consequently, when
the attenuation correction was performed the accumulated
counts in the static short axis images corrected upward in the
basal and mid-parts of myocardium in each reconstructed image.
This increment was more remarkable in septum and inferior
parts. (The time sequence reconstructed images are not shown
here).
Accordingly, when the washout value was extracted from

those images, the attenuation corrected polar map shows
increment in the washout values in the basal and mid-parts
(regions 1–12). This development in septum and inferior parts is
to a greater extent than anterior and lateral parts; whereas a slight
reduction is seen in the apical anterior and apical lateral walls. All
of these can be observed in Figure 8.
According to these developments, the attenuation corrected

normal washout value bias is lower than nonattenuation
12
corrected normal washout value. But the defect severity is
underestimated. Although, previously it was shown that the
defect severity in the heart wall of the chest phantom did not
change significantly as a function of its position in attenuation
corrected images versus non-attenuation corrected ones,[38]

but our results show that the change in defect severity with
attenuation correction depends on its position. Therefore, further
surveys are needed to find the relation between the variation of
defect severity and its position in the attenuation corrected
DSPECT.
5. Conclusion

According to results, the number of iterations in reconstruction
phase and postreconstruction filtering affect the washout
parameter acquired with cardiac dynamic SPECT protocol. As
described in discussion part, the lower cut-off frequency results in
the smoother washout value map. Also the defect size would be
smaller while using a lower cut-off frequency. The lower number
of iterations in OSEM reconstruction algorithm has the same
effect on defect. Moreover, we saw that postreconstruction low-
pass filter reduces the variance of calculated washout value in
normal region while the bias is preserved. To a slightly higher
degree, reducing the number of iterations has a similar outcome.
But we could not see any similar lineament in the washout value
in defect region. Maybe more survey with different degree of
filtering on different defects size and different defects severity and
position are needed to determine any specific relation. On the
other hand, we showed that the attenuation correction may
improve the bias of calculated normal washout value. It will
amplify the computed washout value in such a voxel that faces a
high degree of attenuator toward the detectors. The effect of
attenuation correction on the defective washout value could not
be answered comprehensively here. We can conclude that if a
defect exists in mid-anterolateral portion of myocardium, the
computed washout value of that may be slightly underestimated
while attenuation correction performed.
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